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Life of Christ
BLOG

by Bridget Keylor

But seek first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things 
will be added to you.

Matthew 6:33 is one of the first verses I can remember memorizing after John 3:16. 
As a young student, I read it like a lottery ticket. If I just do all the things that show I 
care about God, He will give me everything I want in return. Seemed easy enough. So 
I plunged head-first into the deep end of the legalism pool. Read the Bible, pray the 
prayers, memorize the verses, do the right things. And completing this checklist each 
day was already made easy for me. I attended a Christian school, I was at church every 
time the doors were open, and my home was very conservative.  

My relationship with God seemed solid on the outside, but on the inside, it was a bit 
more back and forth. I definitely can remember moments where I was “surrendering 
my all” to God with every ounce of my heart, and favor seemed to follow each of those 
moments. It was also those moments that formed my belief that if I kept working the 
formula I had found in Matthew 6:33, all the things I wanted would be added. It wasn’t 
until my 20s that I came to terms with my faulty thinking and the depth of my need.

I sat in a circle with friends. We were diving into some amazing life group content 
and were on the topic of vines and branches found in John 15. Jesus is teaching His 
disciples that apart from God we aren’t able to produce “fruit” for the Kingdom. As I sat 
there listening to a passage I was familiar with, an image of fake fruit kept flashing in my 
mind. Live vine, live branch, fake fruit. 

When it was my turn to share I blurted out, “I am tired of just attaching fake fruit to my 
branch,” or something to that effect. I realized that what I had been doing by following 
the “formula” for so long wasn’t producing lasting fruit in my life or in those around me. 
I was simply sticking some fake fruit on the vine that looked good. In the meantime, 
while I was busy making up fruit, I was neglecting the connection I had to the vine—
to Jesus—that would actually lead to real fruit. That night began a journey to fully 
understand what it means to “seek first the kingdom of God.”  

What Am I Seeking?
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A few months ago I was discussing Matthew 6:33 with one of my man cubs (sons). 
He was struggling with a list of dreams, desires, and wants that seem like will never 
happen. I quoted the verse and the question that followed was, “What if I seek and 
those things are never added?” I liked the question a great deal because it gave me an 
opportunity to testify to what God has been revealing for the last 20 years.  

When I seek God’s Kingdom first, it isn’t like rubbing a genie’s lamp and getting what I 
want. When I seek God’s Kingdom first, God adds what He wants. And what God adds 
becomes what I want. The dream, desires, and wants I have may not necessarily be 
bad, but they also may not be the best for me. When I seek God first, I stop focusing 
on all the things I want and start receiving all that God has for me. Often, I find that the 
things He adds—which are so good for me!—were not what I was dreaming about at all!

What are you seeking today? Are you slapping on some fake fruit in the hopes God will 
give you what you want? Or are you seeking a relationship with Jesus that will produce 
lasting fruit and steer you toward all the things God has for you?  

Question   Whose Kingdom do you pursue on most days, and how are you 
measuring that?

Prayer Starter   Jesus, thank You for showing me that I’ve been thinking about 
________ more than I’ve been thinking about You, praying to You, or meditating on 
what Your Word has to say.

Family Chat   Parents, be open with your kids about times you have felt afraid 
or worried, or even things that you have struggled with feeling worried about now. 
Let them into your world to watch how you process moving from fear about things to 
trusting in God.

Take Action   Mail an encouraging, handwritten note to someone in your life.


